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WHO WE ARE

WE SERVE
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“WE ARE HERE FOR GOOD”, with this motto in all our operations, services and activities, Karotowa 
Enterprise is a system integrator & supplier of equipment & components primarily to defense 
institutions in Bangladesh. 
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MARKET SECTOR SERVED

SERVING MILITARY ORGANISATIONS

AEROSPACE

DEFENCE

Our expertise is understanding aerospace requirements, supplying a diverse range of equipment and 
components to ensure serviceability of the platform. 

Our heritage at Karotowa Enterprise began as a supplier of equipment and components. Over the year 
we have developed and strengthened our services, priding ourselves on a breadth of industry 
experience, providing engineering solutions to di�erent defence customers In Bangladesh.

Karotowa Enterprise was established in 2005, located at Dhaka, Bangladesh. We are a company primarily 
focused on  supplying to di�erent organizations under the MOD, Bangladesh. In-depth industry and 
product knowledge is the outcome of our extensive experience in supplying to defense organization for 
many years. 
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SERVICES OFFERED

Karotowa Enterprise o�ers a unique combination of skills and expertise with the necessary range of 
high quality components and supply chain for a superior service. We tend to focus on the needs of our 
customers and spend time in the market place listening, observing and learning. 

Subsequently we understand client’s requirement, responding e�ciently and e�ectively.  We are 
dedicated to our customers’ satisfactions. Karotowa Enterprise exists to achieve customer’s complete 
satisfaction by attaining complete control in three major components: time, quality, and price. That’s 
why when you do business with us, you can be rest assured to get all our necessary deliveries in time for 
the best price with the best quality products.
 
We take pride to support Bangladesh Army ‘s personnel carriers and their aviation wing to perform their 
regular maintenance, overhauling. 
 
Karotowa  Enterprise has a unique expertise in terms of serving Bangladesh Navy & Bangladesh Coast 
Guard. We provide multi-faceted solutions to these maritime defense institutions. Our depth of 
engineering services is well supported with the traditional supply of spares and components and the 
repair of electrical and electronic components and navigational equipment. We have a deep expertise 
to provide legacy electronics spares based on UK manufactured and supplied ships. 

We specialize in supplying aircraft parts for both  Chinese and European origin aircrafts for Aircrafts of 
BAF. Ranging from engine and APU components avionics and gear boxes we have a wide variety of 
supports to o�er.  With our international association with di�erent OEM & their representatives we serve 
our customers requirements and provide tailored solutions to your everyday critical requirements.
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OUR PARTNERS

INCLUDE BUT NOT ARE LIMITED TO


